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TBE () ANDa-MONADS IN GENERAL TOPOLOGY 

’ ‘ 

: By R. A.Herrmann 

1. Introduction 
’ 

Since it was first introduced by Abraham. Robinsoπ [l2}. the point monad. 

μCP) has proved to be a usef111 device for character-izing and studying numerous 

topological concepts. Inthis paper, we examine two nèw pòint mcinads; the ()

monad, α-monad， . which are capable ofsimilarly characterizing the various 
concepts associated with quasi-H--cIosed, nearly-compact (Singal [15] ), senlireguIar, 

regular, almost-regular [14] , T 2 and Urysohn spaces as well as e, δ-cluster point~ 

(), δ-convergence theory, e-continuity, almost continuity [16] , among otI-.e:s. 

Indeed, the (}-monad shall play an important role in ouräpproach to H-closed, 
Urysohn spaces and unique clúster point theory. We shall also investigate the 

relations between the (), δ-monads and the monad of Robinson showing how their 

int 'õraction not only characterizes almost-regular, semiregular and regular spaces 

but alIows use to immediately deduce interesting results about almost-open [16] 

weakly-open and open maps. 

For a reasonably complete set of references relative to compact-like spaces, we 
refer the reader to Mathur’ s paper [10]. 

2. Basic definitions and preliminaries 

Throughout this paper, we shall let L denote a suitable first order language 

with equality, M=(U, ε， pr， 때) our standard model and * M = (*U, ￥ε， 행r， 생rþ) 
용 

our enlargement of M [9]. For ACXεU， we shalI let A" = {φ IPE츄U and p 츄εA}. 

For other notation used in this paper and results in the nonstandard theory of 
fiIters, we refer the reader to [8] , [9]. 

For a space (X, 'Z"), we shalI let 'Z"s denote the set of all regular-open subsets in 

X and (X, T s)' the space with the topclogy generated by the base 7:s • We shalI 

refer to this topology as the ~emiregularization of 7:. For Aζ‘，?(X) ， <A> shalI 

denote the filter generated by A. If PεX， then Rφ}={GIGε7:s and pεG}， 

Gφ)= {GIGε'Z" and pεG}， 갇혀)= {clG GεGφ)}， Nφ)={AIAζX and A is a cIosed 

neighborhood of p}. Clearly, <G혀)>= <Nφ)>for each pεX. If f (þ) is the 
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neighborhood filter for ψεX， then <N(p)>Cfφ). RecalI that a point P드X is 

a {} [resp. δ]-cIosure point of ACX iff GnA;z!'ø for each GεN(P) [resp. GεR(P)]. 

If ‘중 is a fiI ter on X , then ψεX is a {} [resp. δ] :-cIuster point for ‘중 iff for 
every GεN(P) [resp. GεR(P)] and FE‘중， we have that GnF;z!'ø. We shalI 
also say that the filter ‘중 is {} [resp. δ]-convergent to PεX if G혀) [resp. R(P)] 

c ‘!F. 

DEFINITION 2. 1. For each PEX, let the (}-monad μß(P)= n {G치 G ε 강혀까 and 

the α-monad μa(P)= n {G치 GεR(P)}. 

Clearly, for each φEX， μa(P)=μs(P)， where μs(P) is the monad of Robinson in 

(X, T s)' Notice that μß(P)=Nuc<Nφ)> and μφ)Cμ:aC찌C/.tßφ). 

3. Quasi-H-elosed and nearIy-eompaet spaees 

Since μa(P) = μsφ) for each PεX， most of the nonstandard results for the α

monad in this paper are simple interpretations of the cIassical results found in [8] , 

[9] , [12] with respect to the semiregularization. For this reason, we shalI often 

not present proofs for the results stated about the a-monads but rather Ieave 

them to the reader. 
We shalI now gi ve the basic nonstandard characterizations for quasi -H -cIosed 

[11] 0, e. generalized absolutely cIosed [7]) and nearly-compact spaces. 

THEOREM 3. 1. A space (X, -r) is quasi-H-closed [resp. nearly-compacl] iff X* 

=u{μß(P)IPεX} [resp. X용 =u{μ'a(P) IPEX}]. 

PROOF. RecaI1 that a space (X, -r) is quasi-H-cIosed iff every open cover r of 

X contains a finite subcover, say {G" ... , GJ , such that X = U {CI G긴 z" =1, ... , 
i ’t 

n}. We assume that X is quasi-H-cIosed and that there exists some qεX* such 

that q풍μß(P) for any PεX. Hence for each PεX there exists some GpεG(P) 

such that q헬CI Gp from the definition of μß(P)' Thus D= {GpIPεX， q*졸CI Gp and 

GpεG(P)} is an open cover 0 X. Now there exists a finite subset, say {G1, ... , 

Gn}, such that X= U {CI Gili=l, ... , n}. The sentence in L 

γx[[xεX] • [xεCI G1] V ... V [xEcIGn]] 

holds in M; hence in 휴M. Consequently, since q 헬 cIGp for any Gp εD this 

would imply that q 츄종X. A contradiction. Therefore, qεμ:ß(P) for some P드X. 

Conversely, assume that X is not quasi-H-cIosed. Let r be an open cover of X 
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such that no finite subset of r has cIosures which cover X. Let K= {CI HIHE끼 . 

The weII formed formula 

Ø(x， y’)=[XεK]^[yεX] ̂  [,...., [yεx]] 

clearIy determines a concurrent relation R(φ 011 U. Thus there exists an r(Ø) 

ε*U such that r(φEX* and r(φ 종CI H for each CI Hε1(. However, if pεX， 

then pεH1 for some H1εr which implies that pεCI H1εK. Evidently, μeCÞ)ζ 

(cI H카 from the definition of the ß-monad. Consequently, r(Ø)$.μeCÞ) for any 

PEX and the concIusion foIIows. 

COROLLARY 3. 1. A set AζX Z"S quasz"-H-closed [resp. nearly-compact] rela tz"ve to 

X[ l1] 짜fA을ζU{μeCP) IPεA} [resp. A*ζU{μo: cþ) IPεA} ]. 

We next relate quasi-H-cIosedness [resp. nearly-compactness] to (j [resp. δ] 

clustering of filters. 

LEMMA 3. 1. Let ‘갖 be a lzïter on a space X. TheJZ pεX Z"S a (j [resp. δ]-cluster 

pOz"JZt for 호 짜fNuc ‘종n μr/p)해 [re~ψ. Nuc$nμα(p) '7얘]. 

PROOF. Since G(p) has the finite intersection property then 갇혀") generates a 
non-trivial filter <G(p)> on X. Thus pεX is a (j-cluster point of ‘종 iff the filter 

<‘종U <G(p)> > is non-triviaI iff Nuc‘갖nNucζG(p)> = Nuc$nμeC야 R얘. 

LEMMA 3. 2. Let ‘g;- be an I z"lter on X. The1Z ‘갖 z·s θ [resψ. δ]-convergent to p εX 

zχf Nuc ‘!Þcμr/p) [resp. Nuc‘중ζμα(p)]. 

PROOF. Left to reader. 

LEMMA 3. 3. Let p드X. Then p Z"S a clμster point 01 an open I z"lter base ‘갖 z·% 

(X,.) z!l Nuc호nμf}(p)얘. 

PROOF. The point pεX is a cIuster point of ..s캉 iff Pεcl G for each Gε$. 

Now PEcI G iff GnH~ ø for each HεG(p). However GnH~ø iff GncIH~띠. 

Hence ψ is a cIuster point for ‘중 iff CncI H'7얘 for each Gεg;-and each cl Hε 

강p). AlI this irr빼ES that p is a cluster point for 호 iff the fiIter generated by 

<‘중>U<강굉> is non-triviaI iff Nuc( <호>U<G얘)> )=Nuc‘종nNuc G(p)= 

Nuc‘갖nμ/ψ)해. 

THEOREM 3. 2. A set ACX z.s qμasi-H-closed [resp. nearly-compact] relatz"ve to 

X z!llor every l z1ter ‘중 on A there exz"sts a PEA such that μf}(p)nNuc‘갖~ø 

[resp. μo:(p)nNuc，중;얘] . 
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PROOF. A straightforward application of the above Iemmas. 

4. Separation properties 

In this sèction, we show how the monads μ(p)， μ:a(p) ， μ(;CP) interrelate in order 

to characterize regular, semiregular, almost.regular [14] spaces. First, we recaII 

a few definitions. A space(X, 't') is semiregular iff 't'=Ts ' A space (X, 't') is 

almost-regular iff for every regular-cIosed set ACX and pεX A there exists 

disjoint G, Hε't' such that pεG and ACH. A space X is Urysohn if for distinct 

p， qεX there exist neighboods N p' N q, of p, q, respectively, such that clNpncIN
q 
=rþ. 

THEOREM 4. 1. A space (X, 't') is Urysohn 짝 μe(p)n μe(q)=rþ for each paz"r of 

distz"nct p, qEX. 

PROOF. Assume that (X , 't') is Urysohn. Let p, q EX and p-:j= q. Then there 

exists a pair of non-empty disjoint open sets, say G1 and G2 ’ 
such that pεG1’ 

qεG2 and CI G1 n CI G2=ø. From the definition on the “ nucIeus", it foIlows that 

μe(P)ζ(cIG1싼 and μeCq)C(cl G2)*. Thus μe(p)nμo(q)=rþ. 

Conversely, if μo(p) nμ:o(q)=rþ for distinct p, q EX, then from the nonstandard 

theory of filters [8] , [9] we have that there exists two infinitesimal *elements 

C, H which are 츄elements of 강퍼 and 감(q)， respectively. Therefore, we have 

that PEC*ζμo(p) ， qεH용Iμo(q) and C용nH*=rþ. The sentence in L 

크X므y[[XE감댄J]^[yε강q)]^[pεx]^[qεy] ̂  [xny=rþ]] 
holds in * M , hence in M. Interpreting this in M yields the desired result. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, 't') be a topological space. Then 

(i) X z's regular 짜f μeCP)=μ(p) for each pEX. 

(ii) X is semiregμlarzff μα(p)= μ(p) for each pEX. 

(ii i) X z's almost-regular 修 μ'o(P) = μa(양) for each pεX. 

(iv) X is almost-regμlar . zff for each pεXaχd qεX* sμch that q종μa(P) 

there ext"st disjointregμlar-open G, H sμch that pεG and qEH*. 

PROOF. (i) One of the equivalent definitions for a regular space states that X 

is regular iff N(p) is a base for J ‘(p). This implies that X is regular iff Nuc 
N(p) = NucA'‘(p)= μ:eCp) = μ(p). 

(ii) This foIIows immediately since 't'=T
s 

(iii) The definition of almost-regular is cIearly equivalent to ihe statement that 
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for each þEX the set N(p) is a base for <R(P)>. Consequently. X is almost. 

re밍llar iff Nuc N(p)=μ，;CP) = Nuc<R(p)> =μa(P) for each pεX. 

(iv). This follows immediately by interpreting the classical result as found in 

[9] with respect to the semiregularization. 

It is not surprising that the (j-monad which satisfactorily characterizes regular 

and Urysohn spaces should also characterize T 2 spaces. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let (X ... ) be a topologz"cal space. Then 

(i) X Z"S T 2 짜f for each P. qcX μ1henever qεμaCp). then p=q. 

(ii) X Z"S T 2 zJf for d z"s#nct P. q ε X. we have that μa(p)nμα (q)=rþ. 

PROOF. (i) Assume that X is T? and that there exists P. qεX such that qε 

μeCP) and p동q. Then there exist disjoint open sets. say G1 and G2• such that 

pεG1 and qEG2• 8ince cl G1nGι =rþ. /.La(P)C(cl G1)*. then qtt=μ，(}(P). Evidently 

this contradiction yields the result. 

Conversely. assume that for each P. qEX, if qεμaCp). then p=q. Now there 

exists some infinitesimal 츄element E *εG(P) such that p든E*Cμ:aCP). If q드E*. 

then qεμ(}(p)and q=p from the hypothesis. 80 if P.qεX and φ~q. then q풍E*. 

Therefore. the sentence in L 

크x [[xεG(p)]^ [φEx]^ [~[qEx]] 

holds in * M; hence in M. Let CE三강퍼 such that p든C and q풍C. From the defini. 

tion of G(p) this implies that there exists a Gε .. such that pEG and qtt=cl G. 

Hence qεX-cl Gε .. implies that X is T 2 ’ 

(ii) 8ince μα(p) and μ:a(q) are nuclei of .. s filters then μc/ψ)nμa(q)=rþ iff there 

exist some RεR(p)andR1ER(q) such that RnR1=rþ. However. R=intclG and 

R 1 = int CI G1 for some G. G1ε ... We know that RnR1=rþ iff GnG1=rþ. Finally. 

GnG1=rþ iff μ(p)nμ(q)=rþ iff X is T 2 [12]. 

We also relate semiregular spaces to an important clustering process. 

THEOREM 4.4. A sφace (X ... ) z.s semz.regμlar z"ff wheneνer. wehave an ope깅 f z"lter 

‘:Fand Nuc‘:Fcμ，eCp) for some pεX. then Nuc‘중Cμ(p). 

PROOF. Assume that X is semiregul~r. ‘중 is anopen filter and Nuc Yζ，u(}(P) 

for some pεX. Let R댄3= {Cl G ! GεR(p)}. Then . R(P)ζ G(p) . irr pIies that 

NucYζNuc 훈핏. Hence for each Rε:R(p) there exists some FεYsuch tha. t 
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FζR. However, FCint cl F. Consequently, Fζ int R=GεRC야. Hence, Nuc ‘중 

C二Nuc RCp)=μsCP) =μCp). 

Conversely, assume that X is not semiregular. Then there exists some p드X 

such that RCp) is not a base for ‘/’(야. Consequently, μCp)CNucRCp) and NucR 

(p)-μCp)~ø. Let qENuc RCp)-μCp). Then H= {int cl GIGε. and qεG씌 is 

an open filter base of regular-open sets. Clearly, NucHC/lC야. However, since 

RCp)ζH and <G(퍼>C<R(p)>， then NucHCμ()(p ). 

COROLLARY 4. 1. The point PEX is semiregμlar 짜f whenever we have a1Z open 

filter .$' and Nuc ‘갖Cμ()CP) theχ Nuc‘중Cμ(P). 

REMARK. Theorem 4.2 (i) implies that in a non-discrete T 3 space LLeCP) is an 

external subset in X* for any nonisolated pεX. 

5. ß-continuity, almost-continuity 

Basic to the study of ß, δ-clustering， quasi-H-closed and nearly-compact spaces 

are the concepts of ß-continuity, weak-ß-continuity [1] , [6] , strong-ß-continuity 
[5] and almost-continuity [16]. Also, the almost-open and weakly-open concepts 

are considered. We now present the nonstandard characterizations for theses 

variants of the continuous or open map f:X • Y , where f* will denote the unique 
nonstandard extension of f to X*. 

THEOREM 5. 1. Let f: CX,.)• Cy, T). Then 

(i) f is ß-co1Zfz"nuous at pεX iff f*Cμ()Cp))ζμ:()CfCP) ). 

Cii) f z's weakly-ß-contz"nuoμs [1], [6] at pεX zJf f*CμCp))Cμ，()CfCP)). 

Ciii) f z's strongly-contz"nμoμs [5] at pεX zJf f*Cμ()(p))CμCfCp)). 

(iv) f z's almost cont쩌uous at pεX iff f융(μCp))CμaCfCP)). 

PROOF. (i) Recall that a map f: X • Y is ß-continuous at pεX iff for f(에εG 

εT there exists some HE. such that fCclxH)Cc!yG. Thus< {c!yGlfCP)εG드T}> 

ζ <f[강(P)]>. Consequently, Nuc f[감끊기 CμeCfCp)). Now 升(μiP))CNuc Fil 

Cf*CμiP)) = Nuc f텀(p)'] implies that f*CμeCP))C/le(fCp)). 

Conversely, if f*Cμip))C μ()Cf'φ))， then Nuc Fil Cf*Cμip)))Cμ'ifCP)) implies 

that < {clyGffCP)EGET} > C<f[GCp)]> , then this implies that for each clyG 

such that f(p)εGET there exists some HεGφ) such that fCH)CclyG and the 

result follows. 
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(i i), (iii), (iv). Left to the reader. 

The concepts of the almost-open map can also be easily characterized. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let f: (X, 상→(Y， T) and pεX. 

(i) If μ(f(p))Cf융(μα(p))， then f is almost-open at ψεX. 

(ii) If *M is highly saturated and f is alηzost-open at p드X， then μ(f(p))ζ 
f융(μa(p)). 、

PROOF. Simply consider the semiregularization and use the classical results 

found in [9] , [12]. 

REMARK. The reader should be able to minic the classical nonstandard results 

about open maps to obtain interesting characterizations for other generalizations 

of the open map. 

6. Applicatioßs 

We easily establish by nonstandard means many standard results. Of course, 

we shall only exhibit a few such conclusions leaving many others to the reader. 

It is now obvious that a nearly-compact semiregular space is compact. Recall 

that a map f: X • Y is weakly-open at pεX if for each open neighborhood G of 

p there exists an open neighborhood H of f(야 such that HζtCcl xG). Clearly, 

open at PEX implies almost-open at pεX implies weakly-open at pεX， since 

μ(p)ζμα(p)CμlP). The following result is an immediate consequence of our 

prior theorems. 

THEOREM 6. 1. Let X be regμlar [resp. semz"regular, almost-regular] at p드X. 

Then f:X• Y is weakly-o.φen[γesp. almost-open, weakly-open] at p드X zjf 1 is 
open [resp. open, almost-open] at pεX. 

THEOREM 6.2. An almost-regμlar T 2 space is Urysohn. 

PROOF. Theorems 4. 1, 4.2, 4.3. 

THEOREM 6.3. A space is nearly-compact T 2 짜f {μα(p) IpεX} is a partz"tz"oJZ 

101' X*. 

PROOF. Theorems 3. 1, 4.3. 

THEOREM 6.4. A nearly-compact T 2 space is almost-regμlar T 2• 

PROOF. Let pεX， qEX* such that q종μa(P). Then there exists some Pr such 
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that qεμ'a(Pl)' μa(p)nμa(p) = rþ. Now apply 4.2 and 4.3. Of course, this also 

folIows from the obvious fact that the semiregularization is compact T 2' Thus 

T 3' Interpreting this in the original topology also gives the result. 

The previous conclusions imply that a nearly-compact T 2 space is Urysohn and 

an almost-regular quasi-H-closed space is nearIy.compact. Clearly, a space X is 

H-closed Urysohn iff (μ，ip) pEX} partitions X*. Indeed. an H-closed Urysohn 

space js a1most-regular- Consequently, a space is nearly-compact T2 iff it is H

closed, Urysohn. In previous papers [3], (4) we have shown that Baire, quasi-H

closed, H (i) semiregular, U(i) and R(i) extensions for an arbitrary space exist 
as subsets of X* as weIl as normal compactifications for a completely regular 

(not nE'cessarily T 1) space and the WaIlman type compactifications for a Tych. 

onoff space. Among these extensions of a space X , Stroyan (17) has shown that 

the WaIlman type compactifications may be viewed as quotients of X츄. í t has 

become increasingly important to determine those objects which can be cJnsidered 

as quotients, subquotients, or subsets of the nonstandard extension of the base 

space. Most recentIy it has been shown that the projective cover of a 

compact T 2 space X may be considered a subquotient of X* (2). More specificaIIy, 

it is impIicit within Robinson’ s results (12) that aIl compact T 2 spaces X can be 

considered as quotients of their enlargements X용. We now easily generalize this 

fundamental result. 

THEOREM 6. 5. Every H -cl osed Uηsohn sφace X is homeomorPhic to a quotient 

Gf X%. 

PROOF. For each φεX， we define the map f: X*• X by letting f(μe(p))=p， 

This is weIl defined and onto since (μf}(p) IpEX} partitions X츄 an강 μ/p) nx 

={ψ}， by 4.3(i), for each pEX. The result foIlows in the usua! manner by 

letting X* carry the weak topology induced by f. 

Since we know that a non-compact Tychonoff space can be densely embedded 

into a non-compact H-closed Urysohn space, then we have that each non-compact 

Tychonoff space X can be densely embedded into a non-compact quotient of Xξ 

where this quotient has aIl the properties stated by Porter and Thαnas in [l1 J. 
We shall now use the previous conclusions to obtain an important new result 

concerning the *-proper maps defined by RudoIf in [13). 

THEOREM 6.6. Let D be a dense and open subspace z.n (X, -r). Assume that X - D 
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is a discrete space and the space Y is H-c!osed. Then every (1-coηtinμoμs *-p,'oper 

map I:D• Y has a unique weakly-θ-contz"nκous extensioκ to X. 

PROOF. Assume that *M is highly saturated and that/:D• Y is *-proper. Then 
theorem 2.4 in [13J implies that the open filter‘중= < {GIG is open in Y and G그 

I(UrnD) , rEUrE'r} > where rεX -D has a unique cIuster point. Let F= {/(Gr 
nD) I GrEG(r) }, where rEX -D. ClearIy, for each γεX - D we have that Nuc 

FCNuc ‘갖. However, since Y is H -cIosed, then there exists some qεY such 
that μaCq)nNuc F -:;f= rþ. Sincel is *-proper, this implies that q is unique. Conse

quently, Ste(Nuc F)= {plPεX and μa(p)nNuc F -:;f= rþ} =StaCI*(μ(r)nD*))=a sin

gleton set. 

We now construct the extension F:X• Y of 1. Let rEX - D. Since Ste(f선μ(r) 

nD션)=a singleton set and Y is H-cIosed then there exists a unique PrεY such 

that f션μ(r)nD션ζμr/Pr).Observe that μ(r)n(x -D선= {r} since X - D is discrete 

and that μa(Pr)ny= {Pr}. Consequently, we define for each rEX-D, F(서 =Pr. 

Then for each PεD， !et F(P)=f(p). 

In order to show that F is weaklv-θ -continuous. we first let rεX-D. Then 

F￥(μ(r))=F￥((μ(r)n (X-D선) U(μ(r)nD*))=F한r)U/*(μ(r)nD*)Cμa(F(r)). 

Thus F is weakly-6i-continuous on X - D. We now let P드D. Then F선μ(p))= F* 

(μ(p)nD*) =1*(μ(p)nD*)CμaC/(P)) since D is open in X and 1 is weakly-(1-cont 

inuous. Evidently, F is unique and weakly-θ-continuous on X. 

COROLLARY 6. 1. Let D be a dense and open subspace in (X, .. ). Let Y ba H

c!osed Urysohn. Then aχ:y *-proper alηzost-continuoμs I:D• Y has a unique alnzost

cOJZtinuoμs extension F:X• Y. 

Many extensions (X , .. ) of D satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 6.6 or corollary 

6. 1. For example, the quasi-H-cIosure kD of D. In the case of a Hausdorff kD, 

any almost-continuous I:D• Y is *-proper. 

For certain specialized spaces, the (1 and α-monads are capable of completly 

characterizing uniqueness of cIuster points as the next two results indicate. 

THEOREM 6.7. 11 X is quasi-H-closed and $ is an open lilter with a unique 

c!uster point pεX， then Nuc‘중ζμaCP). 

PROOF. Left of the reader. 

THEOREM 6.8. 11 X is Uηsohn， $ is an open lilter on X and Nuc‘종Cμe(φ) 
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for some PEX, then p z.s a uniqμe cluster point for ‘중. 

PROOF. Left to reader. 

As a final result, we shall give a criterion which will determine whether a 

non-empty set SCX contains the cIosure of a non-empty open set or a non

empty regular-open set 

THEOREM 6.9. Let ø~SCX. Then 

(i) S contaz.ns the closμre 01 a non-empty open set z!1 μf}(Þ)CS* lor some pεS; 

(ii) S contains a non-empty regular-open set ill μ/p)CS츄 lor some pεS. 

PROOF. We shall only prove (i) since (ii) is similar. Assume that S contains 

a non-empty CI G, where G is open. Thus μoCp)C(cI G)*CS*. 

Conversely, assume that μ，/p)CS* for some pεS. Then there exists an infini-

tesimal *element E 월강퍼. The sentence in L 

코x[xEG댄끼 ̂[xCSj 

holds in *M; hence in M and the result follows from its interpretation in M. 

We shall let the reader obtain other interesting results; especially those invol

ving nearly-compact, quasi-H-cIosed spaces and various types of maps. Clearly, 

the above results amply indicate the economy of effort inherent in proving 

standard results by nonstandard methods and certainly give further insight into 

the concepts concerned. 
Finally, it is sincerely hoped that the reader will find as much application for 

the () and α-monads as has been found for the monad of Robinson. 

REMARK. The results which appear in this paper were briefly outlined at the 
7th and 8th Annual Topology Conferences, March 1973 and March 1974. 
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